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SIX SONGS FOR SAMBIZANGA

Access the Playlist Here

Sarah Maldoror’s Sambizanga is recognized as one of the first feature films made by a woman in Africa. 
The film, set during the Angolan resistance movement for independence from Portugal, was a contem-
porary fictionalization of what was still at the time an active war (the film was made in 1972, before the 
ceasefire in 1974). Though Maldoror, a French citizen of Guadeloupean ancestry, was not a native of 
Angola, she was tied directly to the independence movement through her husband Mário de Andrade, a 
leader of the MPLA (the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola) and a poet who helped to write 
the script.  

Considering Sambizanga as a film made in collaboration with a liberation movement, the program notes 
for tonight reflect on music’s relationship to anti-colonial struggles. For this screening, Walker worked 
with the London-based artist collective The Otolith Group, who invited three of their fellow travelers to 
draw from their own memory of song with sonic affinities across continuing sites of anti-Blackness includ-
ing the Lusophone. What you will hear and read are three responses to The Otolith Group’s invitation. A 
playlist with liner notes responding to the film, Angola, black feminist struggle, the legacies of Portugese 
colonialism, and the afterlives of slavery. Spanning both historical and contemporary song, the playlist 
loops in the Walker Cinema before the film, and the playlist can be accessed through the above link.

SONGS 1 AND 2 SELECTED BY ANA NAOMI DE SOUSA

“Diju di Galinha” by José Carlos Schwarz and Cobiana Djazz 
“Dégrá.dê”  by Pongo e Tristany 

The song “Diju di Galinha”, or Galinha (literally chicken) island became popular throughout the coun-
tries engaged in the liberation struggle against Portuguese colonialism in the 1960s and 70s. José Carlos 
Schwarz was a musician from Guinea Bissau, whose songs and poems with his band Cobiana Djazz were 
an integral part of that country’s anticolonial struggle in which he became a committed militant. In the 
1970s he was imprisoned on Galinhas Island for his part in the resistance. Out of this experience he 
wrote “Djiu di Galinha”, which is sung in Creole–the language of the people never recognized by the Por-
tuguese. The lyrics say:  

The way the fisherman waits for the tide,  
I wait for the day I will return  
The way the farmers weep for the rains that don’t come  
I weep in your absence  

The song’s lyrics echo the waves crashing the shore at the opening of Maldoror’s Sambizanga, a reference 
to Battleship Potemkin, and an allusion to the inevitable revolution. The coming rains are also found in 
the poetry of Agostinho Neto, leader of Angola’s liberation movement the MPLA who writes: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAbkFkVzmHqLSAZT_BlXjvuaYAYpsw6yc


Here in jail,  
Rage contained within my breast 
I wait patiently for the clouds together 
as the gusts of history blow 
No one  
Can stop the rain  

Pongo and Tristany are two young, upcoming Angolan-Portuguese artists from Lisbon. Their song is cur-
rently in the competition to be this year’s Eurovision song entry for Portugal.  

The last five years have seen an explosion of Black activism from the neighborhoods of Lisbon where a 
new Afro-diasporic generation is coming of age. Protest, conversations and cultural production have put 
the issue of racial discrimination and the legacy of Portuguese colonialism on the table in new terms. The 
song “Dégrá.dê” has lyrics in both (Angolan) Kimbundu and Cape Verdean Creole–the languages of many 
of Portugal’s peri-urban neighborhoods.  

SONGS 3 AND 4 SELECTED BY FRANÇOISE VERGÈS

“Kel destiné” by  Firmin Viry 
“Géryé” by Christine Salem 

Wayo, wayo, wayo manman 
Wayo, wayo, wayo papa 
Wayo, wayo, wayo 
Kel destyné moin nana

In the plantations of Reunion Island (Indian Ocean) enslaved people from Madagascar and eastern Africa 
created maloya, a dance/music/ritual/song. They sang their pains, their lives, their hopes and their indom-
itable desire for freedom. In the 19th century, indentured workers from south India brought their sound 
and words to maloya. The common tongue was Creole, a language enriched throughout history with 
words from Hindi, Urdu, Cantonese. Long forbidden by the French postcolonial power because it was 
associated with Blackness and slavery, maloya entered the public space during the anti-colonial struggles 
of the 1960s & 1970s. As a child, I heard it in the sugar cane fields, at homes during servis kabaré, the 
rituals held at night to honor the ancestors and during communist political meetings that were often held 
underground as the French state was unleashing repression against anticolonial communism. The first 
public performance was done by Firmin Viry and his family at the end of the 1959 Communist Party Con-
gress, and for the first time maloya was recorded. 

Maloya brings Creole language to life, makes it vibrate, plays with it, constantly invents it but never ceases 
to return to the sources in a constant back and forth between the old and the new. Its very heterogeneity 
carries the languages, the dreams, the imaginations that presided over its birth; poured into unconscious-
ness, underground, cryptic.  

Sarah Maldoror came several time to Reunion Island, she liked the island, its people and their struggle. 
She certainly heard maloya which I hope would have spoken to her.  

SONGS 5 AND 6 SELECTED BY DENISE FERREIRA DA SILVA

“Maria Maria” by Milton Nascimento 
“As Forças da Natureza”  by Clara Nunes 

Two songs, both composed and released during Brazil’s bloody military dictatorship (1964-1985) and 
both about what it would take to bring it to an end. 

That scene at the very beginning when Maria, Domingos Xavier’s partner, hits the van taking him away, 
as she fights the policeman trying to control her and even when she is consoled, cared for by the elder 
women–all Maria. That scene and the story, which is that of so many other “Marias” that have, who are 
right now, and are yet to fight the police. That scene, which repeats, repeated and will repeat reminding 
us of the murdered Rio de Janeiro’s City Council Member, Marielle Franco’s question, “How many more 
have to die?” or be arrested and condemned to a life that might as well be death. That scene also re-
minds us of the Black Brazilian writer Conceição Evaristo’s recollection that “a gente combinamos de não  
morrer” (“we agreed not to die”).* Milton sings all of them, relentless quiet and shrieking, stubborn revo-
lutionary, Maria, “like any other on the planet.” 

Maria, Maria, é um dom, uma certa magia 
Uma força que nos alerta 
Uma mulher que merece viver e amar 
Como outra qualquer do planeta 
Maria, Maria, é o som, é a cor, é o suor 
É a dose mais forte e lenta 
De uma gente que ri quando deve chorar 
E não vive, apenas aguenta 

Mas é preciso ter força, é preciso ter raça 
É preciso ter gana sempre 
Quem traz no corpo a marca, Maria, Maria 
Mistura a dor e a alegria 
Mas é preciso ter manha, é preciso ter graça 
É preciso ter sonho sempre 
Quem traz na pele essa marca possui 
A estranha mania de ter fé na vida 
Mas é preciso ter força, é preciso ter raça 
É preciso ter gana sempre 
Quem traz no corpo a marca, Maria, Maria 
Mistura a dor e a alegria 

Mas é preciso ter manha, é preciso ter graça 
É preciso ter sonho sempre 
Quem traz na pele essa marca possui 
A estranha mania de ter fé na vida 

*This phrase is from a character in Evaristo’s short story with the same title in Conceição Evaristo, Olhos 
D’Água (Rio de Janeiro: Pallas Editora, 2016)

Maria, Maria 
Is a gift, a certain magic 
A strength that alerts us 
A woman who deserves 
To live and to love 
Like any other on the planet 

Maria, Maria 
Is the sound, the color, the sweat 
Is the strongest and slowest dosage 
Of a people who laugh 
When they should cry 
who don’t live, just endures 

But having strength is needed 
Having endurance is needed 
Yearning is needed, always 
Those who bring this mark on the body 
Maria, Maria 
Mix pain and joy 

But having slyness is needed 
Having grace is needed 
Having dreams is needed, always 
Those who bring this mark on the skin 
Possess the strange habit of having faith in life



Not a sound or an image. Throughout the film, in the cut, in the background, it is in each scene, in its 
simplicity and disturbing familiarity: a village in the Republic in the Congo* looks so much like so many 
villages in the interior of Brazil. That story, which also is a shared colonial past and racial present–be-
tween Angola, Brazil, and Congo–when told repeats that, that which is not quite a message, a promise, 
perhaps. Is it Maria Maria’s force? A sign, a reminder, of the underground anticolonial, which are also ele-
mental (ecological), forces. A hint as well, as already a trace of a planet that returns itself after we have 
done so much damage that it is no longer fit for humans to exist. Think of The Wretched of the Earth and 
remember that that phrase now includes the planet itself.

Quando o sol 
Se derramar em toda a sua essência 
Desafiando o poder da ciência 
Pra combater o mal 
E o mar com suas águas bravias 
Levar consigo o pó dos nossos dias 
Vai ser um bom sinal 
Os palácios vão desabar 
Sobre a força de um temporal 
E os ventos ventos vão sufocar 
O barulho infernal 
Os homens vão se rebelar 
Dessa farsa descomunal 
Vai voltar tudo ao seu lugar afinal 
Vai resplandecer 
Uma chuva de prata do céu vai descer, lalaiá 
O esplendor da mata vai renascer 
E o ar de novo vai ser natural 
Vai florir, cada grande cidade o mato vai cobrir 
Das ruínas um novo povo vai surgir e vai cantar afinal 
As pragas e as ervas daninhas 
As armas e os homens de mal 
Vão desaparecer nas cinzas de um carnaval 
Vai resplandecer 
Uma chuva de prata do céu vai descer 
O esplendor da mata vai renascer 
E o ar de novo vai ser natural 
Vai florir, cada grande cidade o mato vai cobrir 
Das ruínas um novo povo vai surgir e vai cantar afinal 
As pragas, as ervas daninhas 
As armas e os homens de mal 
Vão desaparecer nas cinzas de um carnaval 
As pragas e as ervas daninhas 
As armas e os homens de mal 
Vão desaparecer nas cinzas de um carnaval 
Vão desaparecer nas cinzas de um carnaval 
Vão desaparecer nas cinzas de um carnaval

*Owing to the ongoing conflict in Angola, Sambizanga was shot entirely in Republic of Congo.

When the sun 
Pour all its essence 
Challenging the power of science to fight evil 
And the sea with its wild waters 
Take with you the dust of our days 
It will be a good sign 
The palaces will collapse 
About the force of a storm 
And the winds will suffocate 
the hellish noise 
Men will rebel 
Of this massive farce 
Everything will return to its place after all 
will shine 
A silver rain from the sky will descend, lalaiá 
The splendor of the forest will be reborn 
And the air again will be natural 
It will bloom, every big city the bush will cover 
From the ruins a new people will rise and will sing at last 
Pests and weeds 
The weapons and the evil men 
Will disappear in the ashes of a carnival 
will shine 
A silver rain from heaven will descend 
The splendor of the forest will be reborn 
And the air again will be natural 
It will bloom, every big city the bush will cover 
From the ruins a new people will rise and will sing at last 
The pests, the weeds 
The weapons and the evil men 
Will disappear in the ashes of a carnival 
Pests and weeds 
The weapons and the evil men 
Will disappear in the ashes of a carnival 
Will disappear in the ashes of a carnival 
Will disappear in the ashes of a carnival

CONTRIBUTOR BIOS

Founded by Kodwo Eshun and Anjalika Sagar, The Otolith Group creates films, installations, audio works 
and performances. 

Ana Naomi de Sousa is a documentary filmmaker, journalist and writer. She is the director of The Archi-
tecture of Violence; Hacking Madrid; Angola, Birth of a Movement; and Guerrilla Architect. She writes for 
Al Jazeera English and The Guardian, among others.  

Françoise Vergès is an antiracist feminist activist, a public educator, an independent curator, and the 
co-founder of the collective Decolonize the Arts and of the free and open university Decolonizing the 
Arts. She is the author of A Decolonial Feminism (Pluto), The Wombs of Women: Race, Capital, Feminism 
(Duke), and Monsters and Revolutionaries: Colonial Family Romance and Metissage (Duke). 

Denise Ferreira da Silva is associate professor at the Institute for Research on Gender, Race, Sexuality, 
and Social Justice, University of British Columbia. She has contributed texts for the Liverpool, Sao Paulo, 
and Venice Biennales, Documenta 14, and is the author of Toward a Global Idea of Race. 
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